
AMS 341  Mid-term A  Prof. Tucker  Fall 2018 
 
1. a) Rewrite in standard form (with slack variables). 
       Min z = x1 + 2x2 + 5x3 
   3x1  – 3x2 + x3 ≥  8 
    x1           + 5x3 ≥ 10 
              x2 - 3x3 ≤  8 
           x1 , x2 , x3 ≥ 0 
b) Set up a ‘’Phase 1’ l.p. in standard form to find an initial feasible solution (if one exists). 
 
2. a) Write out the dual for this linear program.  
 Max z = x1 + 3x2 + 5x3 
     x1  – 2x2 +   x3 ≤  14 
   2x1  +   x2 + 2x3 ≤  10 
     x1  + 2x2 + 3x3 ≤  12 
           x1 , x2 , x3 ≥ 0 
b) If the optimal solution of the primal problem has as basic variables, x2, x3, and slack variable s2, then 
which dual variables and slack variables will be positive (assuming non-degeneracy) in the dual 
problem. 
 
3.  The Skyhigh Drones has the following demand for drones in the winter, spring, summer and fall 
quarter 
     Winter  Spring  Summer Fall 
     20,000  70,000  60,000  30,000 
A drone requires 4 hours of labor to make.  The amount of labor available each quarter and its cost each 
quarter is as follows: 

     Winter       Spring       Summer           Fall . 
    Supply     40,000   100,000    200,000  300,000 
     Cost/hr     $20      $18         $22     $20     
If a drone is held in inventory until the next quarter, it costs $12  Set up an l.p. for the determining how 
many drones to make each quarter, over one year starting in the winter quarter, in order to minimize the 
labor and inventory costs incurred in meeting the given quarterly demand.  Assume no initial inventory. 
 
4.  For the following two maximization problems in standard tableau form, determine what variable 
should become basic and which should become non-basic according to the simplex algorithm (explain 
your steps).  If the current basic solution is optimal, explain why. 
a) 
z x1 x2 x3 S1 s2 s3 RHS 
1 0 -3 -5 0 -2 0 21 
0 1 2 6 0 -6 0 30 
0 0 6 5 1 2 0 25 
0 0 -4 -4 0 5 1 18 
 
b)  
z x1 x2 x3 s1 s2 s3 RHS 
1 0 4 0 0 2 5 46 
0 1 -2 0 0 6 -6 30 
0 0 -5 1 0 3 5 25 
0 0 -4 0 1 -3 3 18 
 
 
5.  Consider the following linear program 
Max  z =  4x + 2y 
   s.t. 
1) y ≤ 9  
2) x + 2y ≤ 20  



3): x+ y ≤ 12 
4): 3x + y ≤ 30 
   x, y ≥ 0 
 
A = (2,9) where 1&2 intersect  B= (4,8) where 2&3 intersect 
C = (8,6) where 2&4 intersect  D = (9,3) where 3&4 intersect  
      D (the intersection of constraints 3&4) is optimal basic solution where z = 42 
a) What is the range of values for the objective fn. coefficient of y over which D (the intersection of 
3&4) remains the optimal basic solution? 
b) What is the range of values of the right-hand side of constraint 3 for which the intersection of 3&4 
remains the optimal basic solution? 
 
6. Giapetto Inc sells wooden soldiers and wooden trains.  It has 145,000 board feet of lumber and 90,000 
hours of labor available.  Producing a solider requires 3 ft. of lumber and 2 hours of labor.  Producing a 
train requires 5 ft. of lumber and 4 hours of labor.  Up to 50,000 soldiers and up to 50,000 trains can be 
sold, with soldiers selling for $32 and trains for $55.  In addition, Giapetto can buy (from an outside 
supplier) extra soldiers at $27 each and extra trains at $50 each.  To maximize profit, Giapetto would 
solve the following l.p. where SM = thousands of soldiers produced, TM = thousands of trains 
produced, SB = thousands of soldiers bought at $27, TB = thousands of trains bought for $50. 
   Max 32SM + 55TM + 5SB + 5TB 
  SUBJECT TO: 1) 3SM + 5TM ≤ 145 
     2) 2SM + 4TM ≤  90 
      3) SM + SB      ≤ 50 
     4) TM + TB      ≤ 50 
   SM, TM, SB, TB ≥ 0   
 OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUE 1715 
VARIABLE VALUE REDUCED COST  ROW       SLACK DUAL PRICE 
     SM    45   0   2)  10   0 
     TM     0   4   3)   0  13 
     SB     5   0   4)   0   5 
     TB    50   0   5)   0   5 
          OBJ FN COEFFICIENT RANGES         RIGHTHAND SIDE RANGES 
CURRENT ALLOWABLE ALLOW     CURRENT  ALLOW   ALLOW 
  COEF    INCREASE  DECREASE       COEF  INCREASE   DECREASE 
SM   32      Infinity      2   2)   145     Infinity     10 
TM  55         4    Infinity  3)    90       6 2/3      90 
 SB   5          2      5   4)    50     Infinity       5 
 TB   5      Infinity     4   5)    50     Infinity      50 
a)  How much can the supply lumber increase or decrease without changing the basic feasible solution? 
b)  How much can the selling price of soldiers increase without changing the basic feasible solution?  
Explain (Be careful; a slight trick here) 
c)  Would you pay $10 per foot for some additional feet of lumber? Explain 
d) Would you pay $10 per hour for some additional hours of labor? Explain 



AMS 341  Mid-term B  Prof. Tucker  Fall 2018 
1. a) Rewrite in standard form (with slack variables). 
       Min z = 5x1 + 2x2 + 4x3 
   2x1  – 4x2 + 5x3 ≥  20 
    x1           + 2x3 ≥ 15 
              2x2 - x3 ≤  9 
           x1 , x2 , x3 ≥ 0 
b) Set up a ‘’Phase 1’ l.p. in standard form to find an initial feasible solution (if one exists). 
 
2. a) Write out the dual for this linear program.  
 Max z = 2x1 + x2 + 4x3 
    2x1  – 2x2 + 4x3 ≤  16 
   3x1  +  3x2 + 2x3 ≤  12 
     x1  + 2x2 +  4x3 ≤  17 
           x1 , x2 , x3 ≥ 0 
b) If the optimal solution of the primal problem has as basic variables, x1, x2, and slack variable s2, then 
which dual variables and slack variables will be positive (assuming non-degeneracy) in the dual 
problem. 
 
3.  The Skyhigh Drone Company has the following demand for drones in the winter, spring, summer and 
fall quarter 
     Winter  Spring  Summer Fall 
     20,000  60,000  50,000  20,000 
A drone requires 7 hours of labor to make. The amount of labor available each quarter and its cost each 
quarter is as follows: 

     Winter       Spring       Summer           Fall . 
    Supply     100,000   300,000    300,000  800,000 
     Cost/hr     $19      $25         $25     $18     
If a drone is held in inventory until the next quarter, it costs $8  Set up an l.p. for the determining how 
many drones to make each quarter, over one year starting in the winter quarter, in order to minimize the 
labor and inventory costs incurred in meeting the given quarterly demand.  Assume no initial inventory. 
 
4.  For the following two maximization problems in standard tableau form, determine what variable 
should become basic and which should become non-basic according to the simplex algorithm (explain 
your steps).  If the current basic solution is optimal, explain why. 
a) 
z x1 x2 x3 S1 s2 S3 RHS 
1 0 -2 -3 0 -5 0 28 
0 1 5 2 0 -6 0 32 
0 0 6 4 1 2 0 24 
0 0 -4 -4 0 3 1 18 
b) 
Z x1 x2 x3 s1 s2 S3 RHS 
1 0 5 0 0 3 2 40 
0 1 -3 0 0 6 -6 35 
0 0 4 1 0 3 5 22 
0 0 3 0 1 -3 3 16 
 
 
5.  Consider the following linear program 
Max  z =  4x + 2y 
   s.t. 
1) y ≤ 9  
2) x + 2y ≤ 20  
3): x+ y ≤ 12 
4): 3x + y ≤ 30 
   x, y ≥ 0 



 
A = (2,9) where 1&2 intersect  B= (4,8) where 2&3 intersect 
C = (8,6) where 2&4 intersect  D = (9,3) where 3&4 intersect  
      D (the intersection of constraints 3&4) is optimal basic solution where z = 42 
a) What is the range of values for the objective fn. coefficient of y over which D (the intersection of 
3&4) remains the optimal basic solution? 
b) What is the range of values of the right-hand side of constraint 3 for which the intersection of 3&4 
remains the optimal basic solution? 
 
6. Stony Brook Inc sells plastic students and plastic professors.  It has 16,000 pounds of plastic and 
12,000 hours of labor available.  Producing a student requires .4 pounds of plastic and .25 hours of 
labor.  Producing a professor requires .5 pounds of plastic and .3 hours of labor.  Up to 30,000 students 
and up to 25,000 professors can be sold, with students selling for $8 and professors for $10.  In addition, 
SB Inc can buy (from an outside supplier) extra students at $6 each and extra professors at $7.50 each.  
To maximize profit, SB Inc would solve the following l.p. where SP = number of students produced, PP 
= number of professors produced, SB =numbers of students bought at $6, PB = number of professors 
bought for $7.50. 
   Max 8SP + 10PP + 2SB + 2.5PB 
  SUBJECT TO: 1) .4SP + .5PP ≤ 16,000 
     2) .25SP + .3PP ≤  12,000 
      3) SP + SB      ≤ 30,000 
     4) PP + PB      ≤ 25,000 
   SP, PP, SB, PB ≥ 0   
 OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUE  
VARIABLE VALUE REDUCED COST  ROW       SLACK DUAL PRICE 
     SP    20,000  0   2)   0   20 
     PP     0   4   3)   2,200   
     SB     16,000  0   4)   3,000    
     PB      8,000  0   5)   0   4 
          OBJ FN COEFFICIENT RANGES         RIGHTHAND SIDE RANGES 
CURRENT ALLOWABLE ALLOW     CURRENT  ALLOW   ALLOW 
  COEF    INCREASE  DECREASE       COEF  INCREASE   DECREASE 
SP   8           2       2   2)    16,000       4,000     2,000 
PP  10       Infinity     1.5    3)    12,000     Infinity      4,000 
 SB   2       2       1   4)    30,000     Infinity      3,000 
 PB 2.5       1.5         .5   5)    25,000     5,000      6,000 
a)  How much can the supply of plastic increase or decrease without changing the basic feasible 
solution? 
b)  How much can the selling price of professors increase without changing the basic feasible solution?   
c)  Would you pay $15 per foot for an additional pound of plastic? Explain 
d) Would you pay $10 per hour for an additional hour of labor? Explain 
 


